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Abstract—Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is one of the most
widely used classifier for text recognition. In this paper we are
presenting novel sub-character HMM models for Arabic text
recognition. Modeling at sub-character level allows sharing of
common patterns between different contextual forms of Arabic
characters as well as between different characters. The number
of HMMs gets reduced considerably while still capturing the
variations in shape patterns. This results in a compact and
efficient recognizer with reduced model set and is expected to be
more robust to the imbalance in data distribution. Experimental
results using the sub-character model based recognition of
handwritten Arabic text as well printed Arabic text are reported.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

recognition thanks to many interesting and challenging
competitions held in the area of Arabic text recognition.
As with the case of other language scripts, different
classifiers have been used for Arabic text recognition purpose
as well. Among the most widely used are HMMs [5–8], Neural
Networks [9], [10], SVMs [11], [12], and rule based classifiers
[13]. Most of the classifiers apart from HMM were used
mainly in holistic recognition tasks like isolated character or
digit recognition and if used for word or unconstrained text
recognition, some level of segmentation was required. Arabic
script is inherently cursive (both in printed and handwritten
form) and as such the issues with segmentation are ever more
concerning in the case of Arabic text recognition. A
comprehensive survey on Arabic handwritten text recognition
can be found in [14]. A more recent survey was presented in
[15].

Text recognition is an active area of pattern recognition
research. Researchers have tried various approaches for text
recognition in terms of preprocessing, feature extraction, use of
classifiers and post processing. Segmentation verses
segmentation free recognition; Structural as well as statistical
features; Rule based classifiers, HMMs, Neural networks,
SVMs, and hybrid models, have been used for recognition
purposes. HMMs are one of the most successful and widely
used classifier in the area of text recognition [1]. One of the
major benefits of using HMMs is that explicit segmentation of
the text into recognition units (like characters or strokes) is not
required. Most of the other classifiers do require some sort of
segmentation of text.

Most researchers using HMM for text recognition adapted
their existing recognizer for the Arabic script (e.g. [16]).
Among the important adaptations include setting up a right-toleft HMM instead of left-to-right HMMs (used for Latin
scripts) and selection of basic HMMs units. Using characters
HMMs was the natural choice for most researchers.

The general trend in HMM based techniques is to use a
sliding window [1]. This technique is used to convert the 2–D
word image into 1–D sequence of features required by HMM.
Different types of features are extracted from the sliding
windows. The sliding window is normally overlapped with the
previous window. Different overlapping was used by
researchers [2]. The sliding window may be divided into
vertical overlapping/non–overlapping cells. The width of the
sliding window ranged from one pixel to 16 pixels [3]. The
features are estimated for the window as a whole and/or the
cells within the sliding window.

There are different characters in Arabic language which
share common base shape but differ based on number and
position of dots. Moreover a character in Arabic script can take
different forms based on its position in the word. Parts of these
character shapes are similar for the different forms of the same
character and also between the different characters and their
contextual forms. The present paper reports the investigation of
this property of the Arabic script for better modeling in HMM
by proposing a novel sub-character based HMM models.

Arabic is one of the Semitic languages and is ranked as the
fourth most widely spoken language in the world [4]. It is
spoken by more than 220 million people and is the official
language of 22 countries. Arabic text recognition is relatively
new as compared to other major scripts like Latin and Chinese.
Recently there has been a surge in research in Arabic text

Although a lot of research has been done in HMM based
Arabic text recognition, we believe that there is still room for
exploring the peculiarities of Arabic script and using those
observations to better adapt HMM for the task. Among the
possible areas of adapting HMMs for Arabic text recognition is
the selection of the basic HMM units.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II
we present the related work on using sub-character and substroke HMMs for text recognition. In Section III we present
details on the peculiarities of the Arabic script and discussions
on how these peculiarities can be exploited for HMM based
text recognition. In Section IV we present the details of our
sub-character HMM modeling for Arabic text recognition. In
Section V we present the experiment results and discussions on

sub-character HMM based text recognition. Finally in Section
VI, we present the conclusion of our work.
II. RELATED WORK ON SUB-CHARACTER AND SUB-STROKE HMM
MODEL BASED TEXT RECOGNITION

Some interesting works on sub-character and sub-stroke
HMMs based recognition are available in literature for online
text recognition (mainly for the East-Asian scripts like Kanji).
Nakai et al. presented sub-stroke HMMs based recognition
system for Kanji characters [17]. Several motivations were
stated for using sub-stroke HMMs as opposed to whole
character HMMs including; compact system with less number
of models and dictionary size, faster recognition due to
efficient sub-stroke network search, and less training data
requirement. A set of 25 sub-strokes were identified and
modeled. It was stated that the presented 25 sub-strokes can
represent different Kanji characters using a dictionary defining
the character structures. A hierarchical dictionary was defined
where the elementary units are the sub-strokes defining the
strokes which in turn defines the sub-Kanji characters finally
defining the Kanji characters. Automatic generation of this
dictionary was presented in [18]. The recognition results
showed no improvement in terms of recognition results
(actually the results for sub-stroke HMMs were a little lower)
but the benefits of sub-stroke HMMs (low memory
requirement, efficient decoding etc.) might outweigh in some
situations.
Hu et al. presented sub-character HMM models for online
handwriting recognition of isolated digits, characters and
isolated words [19], [20]. A character (or digit) was constructed
by concatenating sub-character models based on a character
lexicon. The main motivation stated for using sub-character
models instead of character models was the reduction of model
set and less training data requirement due to fewer basic
HMMs. However they mentioned that although sub-character
HMM model based recognizer will be efficient, the recognition
results will not necessarily be higher and in some cases (where
large amount of training data is available) may end up lower.
Tokuno et al. presented an interesting work on sub-stroke
HMM based online recognition of cursive Kanji and Hiragana
characters [21]. They argued that there are more than 6000
characters in Kanji and Hiragana scripts and modeling each
character would not be practical because of huge memory
requirement and insufficient training data for each unique
character. They mentioned that any Kanji character can be
modeled by concatenating 25 sub-stroke HMMs. This leads to
efficient recognizer in terms of memory and computation time.
Further they experimented with context dependent sub-stroke
models to capture the variation of sub-strokes due to its context
(its adjacent sub-strokes). They employed Successive State
Splitting (SSS) algorithm to reduce the number of models by
sharing similar states of the context dependent sub-strokes.
This lead to increase in recognition accuracy when compared
to ‘whole character HMM models’ as well as context
independent sub-stroke HMMS.
The sub-stroke and sub-character HMM based recognition
presented above are related to online text recognition. In the
current work, we explore the sub-character HMM for offline
text recognition of Arabic script. According to the best
knowledge of the authors, the sub-character HMM based text
recognition (without explicit segmentation) was never
proposed for the task of offline text recognition. The concept
of sub-character/strokes in offline recognition task is different

than online recognition as the temporal information is not
available in the case of offline text recognition which makes
the task somewhat more difficult. Moreover our reported
techniques can be easily adapted to apply on online Arabic text
recognition task which might prove to be more promising.
III.

PECULIARITIES OF THE ARABIC SCRIPT

The Arabic script has 28 basic characters. In addition to
these basic characters, there are additional derivatives to some
of these characters due to the presence of special diacritics like
Hamza and Maddah. Some character combinations lead to
special shapes (ligatures) which visually look much different
than the combination of constituent characters.
A character in Arabic script can usually take four different
forms depending on its position in the word (by position we
mean a character appearing in text alone-without any joining
character; beginning-where a character is the first character of
a word, middle-where a character is preceded by a character in
a word and at least one character follows it in the word, and
ending-where a character is the last character in a word). Fig. 1
illustrates the different character shapes for a sample character
(Seen <)>س.This property of the script leads to issues when
using characters as basic HMM units. There is huge variability
within character shapes which seems difficult for HMM to
generalize.
Characters
(Latin)

Position
Alone

( سSeen)

Beginning
Middle
Ending

Shape

Example

س
سـ
ـسـ
ـس

ناس
سالم
انسان
مجلس

Fig. 1. Different character shapes for a sample Arabic character along with
illustrative examples.

Six of the 28 characters (like character Alif <>ا, Waw <>و,
and Dal< )>دdo not take four different forms but instead take
only two forms (i.e. alone and ending). In such cases even if
the character has an actual middle or the beginning position in a
word, no character can join it and as a result, instead of taking
the beginning position it will take the alone position and
ending position instead of middle position. Fig. 2 provide
illustrative examples using a sample Arabic character (Dal).
Characters
(Latin)

( دDal)

Position

Shape

Example

Alone

د

Beginning

Takes alone
shape

Middle

Takes ending
shape

Ending

ـد

اسود
دنيا
مدرسة
اسد

Fig. 2. An illustrative example of a character in Arabic taking only two
contextual shapes.

The variability in character shapes depending on the
character and its position led some researchers to use individual
character shapes as HMM unit instead of characters as HMM
units. Moreover a popular approach is to merge the different
character shapes to the representing character post-recognition
as they essentially represent the same character. This
modification in HMM setup generally resulted in
improvements in recognition results. Although this lead to
better recognition in most cases, it leads to another problem.
The number of basic HMMs grew almost four-fold. Having
more models means the need for more data to estimate the
parameters and limited data is a common problem. Moreover
there are some character shapes whose occurrence in Arabic
text is very rare and as such only few samples are available in
the training data to train their models. To find a compromise
between character HMMs and character-shape HMMs we are
proposing sub-character HMMs which can uniquely model all
the shape variations and the total HMM models are still
comparable to character HMM based recognition.
IV.

NOVEL SUB-CHARACTER HMM MODELS FOR ARABIC
TEXT RECOGNITION

The core idea is to have character segments as HMMs
instead of character or character-shapes as HMMs. The
justification for this approach is the observation that there are
similar patterns between different forms of a character and as
well as between different characters in Arabic script. Fig. 3
illustrates this observation using sample characters and their
shapes.
Characters

Alone

Beginning

سـ س س
شـ ش ش
صـ ص ص
ضـ ض ض

Middle

Ending

ـسـ
ـشـ
ـصـ
ـضـ

ـس
ـش
ـص
ـض

Four Arabic
characters along
with its different
shapes.

Five sub-character
patterns
(along
with connector and
space
models)
which
can
represent
the
above
four
characters
and
their
different
shapes.

<space>

Fig. 4. An example of sub-character modeling reducing the number of basic
HMM models.

Once we list all the unique patterns (at sub-character level)
in Arabic script using the domain knowledge of the Arabic
script, creating the complete HMM structure is relatively
straight forward by simply concatenation the resultant subcharacter models to form characters and its various contextual
forms. Fig. 5 illustrates one possible HMM structure for Arabic
text recognition at character level for an example character
(Seen). More levels in the dictionary structure can be added in
the case of lexicon based recognition or other specific
recognition tasks.

Fig. 3. Some Arabic characters along with their different contexual shapes
demonstrating the the presence of similar patterns.

Many of the similar and dissimilar patterns can be captured
in horizontal direction. This is important as sequencing the 2-D
text image is done by moving the sliding window horizontally.
As a result of this sub-character splitting, we achieve parameter
sharing as similar patterns among characters and character
forms is represented by same HMM and the patterns which are
unique to a character or character form is represented by
different HMMs. This leads to significant reduction in the
number of HMMs while at the same time capturing the visual
variability. Fig. 4 shows four common Arabic characters along
with its different shapes. By using character-shape HMMs, one
needs16 different HMMs for these four characters whereas by
using our sub-character HMM models, we reduce the number
of HMMs to five (plus the special connector and space model
shared by other characters as well).

Fig. 5. HMM structure for Arabic character (Seen) using the proposed subcharacter model.

It is important to mention here that the proposed subcharacter HMM models does not need any explicit
segmentation of characters into sub-characters as with the case
of other segmentation based approaches as discussed by Lorigo
et al. in [14].
V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
To study the usefulness of sub-character based HMM
modeling for Arabic text recognition; we carried out

experiments for two tasks; handwritten Arabic text recognition,
and printed Arabic text recognition. Below we present the
details on the conducted experiments and the results.
A. Experiments related to handwritten Arabic text
recognition
For the task of handwritten Arabic text recognition, we
evaluated our sub-character HMM based recognizer on
IFN/ENIT database [22] of 32,492 handwritten word images of
Tunisian cities and towns that are divided into subsets a – e. In
order to compare the results of sub-character HMMs with
character-shape HMMs based recognition, we use Bag-ofFeatures HMMs [23] as our baseline system. The basic idea
behind Bag-of-Features HMMs is to integrate Bag-of-Features
representations, know from numerous applications in the
computer vision domain [24] with HMMs for segmentationfree handwriting recognition. These feature representations
have the advantage that they are estimated from sample data.
Therefore, they are automatically adaptable to the problem
domain. The complete details on the recognizer including the
pre-processing, feature extraction, training and evaluation
process are presented in [23]. The recognition results of this
baseline system is comparable to the current state-of-the-art (cf.
Table V, [25]). The only difference between the two modeling
approaches are that the baseline system uses 178 charactershape models as elementary units while in the proposed model
these are built on the basis of 108 sub-character models. Table
I summarizes the results of the experiments on following
training – test configurations: abc-d, and abcd-e. The
recognition results are shown in terms of word error rate
(WER). It can be seen from the table that the recognition
results for sub-character HMMs system are almost the same (a
slightly higher WER) as the character-shape HMMs system.
Nevertheless the sub-character system has much fewer HMMs
and the total number of states. This in itself is a big gain
resulting in a compact and efficient recognizer. The results also
support the findings of other researchers that sub-character
HMMs based recognition may not increase the recognition
accuracy but does lead to significantly fewer models resulting
in a compact system [17] [19], [20].
TABLE I.

RESULTS (WER) FOR HANDWRITTEN TEXT RECOGNITION

System
Character-Shape
HMM
Sub-Character
HMM

No of
HMMs
178
108

WER
(Statistical significance)
Exp. Config.
Exp. Config.
abc-d
abcd-e
3.50
7.58
(±0.4)
(±0.7)
3.62
8.32
(±0.4)
(±0.7)

B. Experiments related to printed Arabic text recognition
For the task of printed Arabic text recognition, we used a
database consisting of 6472 training text-line images and 1414
test text-line images. The database is the printed text version
of the KHATT database [26] scanned at 300 DPI using a single
font. For the experiments, we used the ESMERALDA
framework of semi-continuous HMMs for the task of character
recognition with 18-dimensional statistical features (pixel
density features from the image and its horizontal and vertical
edge derivatives). We experimented with two systems. The
first system is a character-shape HMM system and the second
system in the sub-character HMM system. The summary of the
experimental results are presented in Table II. The recognition

results are shown in terms of character error rate (CER). We
can see from the table that character-shape HMM system and
sub-character HMM system have almost the same recognition
results with sub-character HMM system showing slightly
improved results which are statistically significant at 95%
confidence level. More important than the slightly better
recognition results is the fact that the sub-character HMM
system has significantly less number of HMMs as compared to
character-shape HMM system. These results confirm the
advantage of sub-character HMM models for text recognition
task.
TABLE II.
System
Character-Shape
HMM
Sub-Character
HMM

RESULTS FOR PRINTED TEXT RECOGNITION
No of
HMMs

CER

Statistical
Significance

151

6.51

±0.2

93

5.98

±0.2

Based on the experiments conducted on two different text
recognition tasks we conclude that sub-character HMMs are an
interesting possibility for offline text recognition for scripts
where similar patterns between characters and characters forms
can be explored. The sub-character based HMM recognition
system is compact and efficient and most likely will behave
robustly in situations where training data is inadequate or the
character distribution is imbalanced. Based on our
experimental results, the sub-character HMM based system
showed slightly better recognition results as compared to
character-shape HMM system on printed text recognition task.
This may be attributed to the fact that patterns are more
consistent in printed text whereas in handwritten text, the
variability is much higher. Thus testing contextual subcharacter HMMs (something similar to the work in [21]) seems
an interesting future work. Moreover it will also be interesting
to investigate this approach for online Arabic text recognition.
It can be noted from Table 1 and Table 2 that the number of
unique sub-character HMMs (as well as character-shape
HMMs) is different in handwritten text recognition task as
compared to the printed text recognition task. This is due to the
presence of many ligatures (like Lam-Alif, Lam-Ha-Meem) in
handwritten text database i.e. IFN/ENIT (each ligature is
modeled as separate HMM). Moreover characters with special
diacritic (Shadda) were also modeled as separate HMMs in the
case of handwritten task due to the presence of large number of
them in the IFN/ENIT database.
VI. CONCLUSION
Text recognition is an interesting and open research area in
the field of pattern recognition. HMMs are widely used
classifier for text recognition. A lot of research has already
been carried out in advancing the use of HMM in this area of
research. In this paper we presented the sub-character HMM
based text recognition where the basic HMM units are subcharacters instead of characters or character-shapes. Subcharacter HMMs exploits the similar patterns occurring in
different characters or different contextual forms of a character
which is a prominent characteristic of the Arabic script.
Characters can be constructed by simply concatenating the subcharacter HMMs according to a predefined dictionary. This
allows for parameter sharing between characters and results in
a compact recognizer having much less models and thus is
more efficient. Two set of experiments were conducted to
demonstrate the usefulness of sub-character HMMs in Arabic

text recognition task. More experiments need to be carried out
to assess the possible robustness of the resultant system.
Although the recognition results are not much different than
other common HMM setups nevertheless the benefits of using
sub-character HMMs are huge in terms of compact and
efficient recognizer (with much fewer HMMs). Investigating
contextual sub-character HMMs seems an interesting future
work.
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